
DED NA SI LOLO

Soxy Topacio (as Soxie H. Topacio) The siblings were played by veteran actors Dick Israel, Elizabeth Oropesa, Gina
Alajar, Roderick Paulate, and Manilyn Reynes. But certainly, as the quietness of that movie made it uniquely Japanese,
the noise and festivity of "Ded Na Si Lolo.

Those beliefs have already been part of the people culture and the influences dictated by thier customs and
traditions. Several scenes in the movie show the characters joking about who faints best. Hospitals do not
release the death certificate when there are unpaid bills, and funeral parlors need the death certificate to
complete their services. And they even manage to do it well, to a degree. Related Papers. The movie is about
the death of Lolo Juanito and the many personal issues surrounding his family. If you want to change the attire
of the dead, one must cut the attire at the back then put it in the dead. During the six-day wake, the brood's
flair for drama becomes apparent as unresolved issues and family secrets resurface. When the older sister
Dolores arrivs and is about to faint, she told that the funeral parlor has not yet delivered the dead body. In the
film's dramatic moments, he lends enough humanity to what may initially appear as his caricature of a
character. Food and Gambling Superstitions The movie has depicted some prevalent practices during a wake,
especially a wake held at home. The casts are perfect for the movie. The order of the names of the family
members in the casket should be chronological. Also, it is bad luck to clean the house where the dead lies in it
especially during the wake. Also, it is good luck when you see the marching of the dead to throw some coins
in the street where the dead will pass. Read Next. So, people do not asked questions how the person died.
Cannot help but ask, who are the people keep saying those superstitions anyway. Then the superstitions begin.
They say that the dead will use it in the afterlife to pay towards their journey. Everyone may learn in this kind
of film as well as entertained. Make sure that there are plenty of food all the time most of all in the last night
of the wake and nevertheless, in the wake itself. Nothing to loose if we should do all these things. Filipino
superstitious when a family member passed away. However, you will laugh at the comic side of the Filipino
superstitious traditions to it. I wonder how the dead body is released from the hospital and the funeral parlor
when the family owes them huge amounts. The family discusses the issue and concludes that one week is
enough for the wake. The movie is about the death of lolo juanito and the any personal issues sorrunding his
famiy. Fainting seems to be the norm when a member of their family dies. Elizabeth Oropesa is saddled with a
pretty simplistic character, and she kind of suffers for it. Even Filipinos who do not believe in these
superstitions can find the movie very amusing as the movie has presented the outlandish beliefs in a light and
humorous way. The story is told in the eyes of Bobet, one of the grandsons of lolo or grandpa. She keeps the
hysterics in check, always relying on the truth of the moment to guide her acting.


